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GINZBURG-LANDAU SYSTEM AND SURFACE 
NUCLEATION OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

KENING Lut AND XING-BIN PAN* 

Abstract. In this article we report our recent work in [LP1-5], [PI,2], [PK] and [HP] on the 
estimates of the upper critical field Hc3 and on the surface nucleation phenomenon of supercon- 
ductivity. A mathematical description of the development of the superconducting sheath at sample 
boundary as the applied field decreases from Hc3 is given. It has been shown that the geometry and 
smoothness of the samples and the non-homogeneity of the magnetic fields have important effects on 
the value of Hc3 and on the condensation behavior of the order parameters. Our approach is closely 
related to the study of the spectra of the Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields, and involves 
the eigenvalue variation problem for the Sturm-Liouville operators. 

1. Introduction. If a superconductor is placed in a homogeneous magnetic 
field and if the field decreases from the upper critical value Hc3) superconductivity 
will nucleate at the surface of the sample.1 The estimate of the value of Hc3 and 
the surface nucleation of superconductivity have been studied by many physicists, 
see Saint-James and De Gennes [SdG], Saint-James and Sarma [SST], and Tinkham 
[T]. More recently, a lot of papers on the mathematical research on these problems 
have appeared, and many interesting phenomena have been discussed. Here we only 
mention a few: the work of Chapman [C], Bernoff-Sternberg [BS] and Almog [A] 
based on some formal analysis, Bauman-Philips-Tang [BPT] for the rigorous analysis 
on disks, Girogi-Phillips [GP], Lu-Pan [LP1-5], del Pino-Felmer-Sternberg [DSF], Pan 
[PI,2], Pan-Kwek [PK], Helffer-Morame [HMor] and Helffer-Pan [HP] for rigorous 
analysis on general domains. 

Our main interest in [LP1-5] is the estimates of Hc3 and the location of nucleation. 
It is interesting to us that these problems have close connections with the spectral 
theory of the Schrodinger operator with a magnetic field, and that the geometry and 
smoothness of the samples, as well as the distribution of the minimum points of the 
magnitude of the applied magnetic fields, have important effects on the value of Hc3 

and on the condensation behavior of the order parameters. 

1.1. 2-Dimensional Ginzburg-Landau System. According to the Ginzburg- 
Landau theory [GL], superconductivity of a sample placed in an applied magnetic field 
can be described by a complex-valued function ip called the order parameter and a 
real vector field A called the magnetic potential (ip^A) is a minimizer of the energy 
functional called the Ginzburg-Landau functional The Euler equation is called the 
Ginzburg-Landau system. The Ginzburg-Landau model has been so far the most suc- 
cessful model for the conventional superconductors and has also been adopted to de- 
scribe the high Tc superconductors by adding into this model the strongly anisotropic 
properties and layered structure. 

Let us begin with a 2-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau model for superconductivity. 
We assume that the superconductor occupies a cylindrical region with infinite height 
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and with a constant cross-section fl (which is a bounded, smooth domain in R2), and 
is placed in an applied magnetic field H that is parallel to the axis of the cylinder. 
In this case the Ginzburg-Landau system is written as follows (see [GL, dG, CHO, 
GDP]) : 

(1.1) 

(v-i/a)V = «2(i-H2)^ 
•i 

■7- inAip • v + 7^ = 0, 
ov 

{ curl A - H = 0 on dn. 

cm\2A = --^-{tpVip - ipVip) - {i/jfA + curl H   in fi, 

Here i = y/—l, K is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter given by the ratio of the London 
penetration depth and the coherence length of the superconductor, v is the unit out- 
normal vector at the boundary of fi, 7 > 0. Note that in (1.1) the unit of length is 
the penetration depth. Also note that, in 2-dimensional case A = (AL,^)? 

and we 
adopt the following notations : 

cur\A = dXlA2-dX2Ai,        VA^P = V^ - iipA, 

curl2^ = (dX2 curl A, — 9^ curl A), 

V^ = (V - iA)2il> = Ail>- i[2A • V^ 4- Vdiv A] - \A\2ip. 

Taking the axis of the cylinder as the xs-axis, we may write the applied field as 
H = Hes. Since we are mainly interested in the behavior of the order parameters for 
large value of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K and high applied fields, we assume, 
in order to make our discussion clear, that H(x) = aHo(x)i a > 0, where HQ(X) is a 
continuous function on 0. Then, we set A = crA. With proper scaling, we may rewrite 
the Ginzburg-Landau functional as follows : 

£(V>,A)= /,{|VffKA^|2 + (aK)2|cUrlA-Jffo|2 + ^(|V'|2-l)2}^+ /   l\^\2ds. 
JQ z Jan 

Both the Ginzburg-Landau system (1.1) and the Ginzburg-Landau functional Q are 
gauge invariant. Namely, they are invariant under the following gauge transformation : 

A —> A + Vx,        V> —> eixip, 

where. % is a smooth real function. In the following we always assume that fi is a 
simply-connected domain. 

REMARK 1.1. Note that in some articles the integral for the term (curl A — Ho\2 

is taken over the entire plane. However it does not affect our discussion, since we 
consider the case where the applied field is close to the upper critical value Hc3 • 

In Sections 2-5 we discuss 2-dimensional superconductors that can be described 
by the 2-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau system (1.1), and in Sections 6-7 we discuss 
3-dimensional superconductors. Before going into details we describe in the following 
subsections our main ideas and some technical questions. 

1.2. Upper Critical Field Hc3' Consider a 2-dimensional superconductor. 
Given a smooth function HQ, there exists a unique smooth vector field F on ft such 
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that : 

(1.2) curl F = Ho, divF = 0    in £2,        F • v = 0    on Oil. 

Note that (0,F) is a trivial critical point of the functional Q. Moreover, (0, F) is 
the only minimizer if a is large enough, which means that a sufficiently strong ap- 
plied magnetic field penetrates the entire superconductor and completely destroys the 
superconductivity. 

In order to study the nucleation phenomenon for 2-dimensional superconductors 
under strong fields, for given Hofa), we defined in [LP4] the following number : 

(1.3) a*(ft, Ho) = inf{cr > 0 : (0, F) is the only minimizer of £}. 

It naturally led to the mathematical definition of the upper critical applied magnetic 
field Hc3 when HQ{X) = 1 : 

ffc3=ffc3(«) = <r*(M). 

Our approach is to derive the asymptotic estimates for HC3{K>) and a*(ft, HQ) for large 
value of ft and a, to discuss their dependence on the geometry of the sample and on 
the non-homogeneity of the applied field, and to study the condensation phenomenon 
of the order parameters when the applied field is close to Hc3 • These questions are 
closely related to the eigenvalue problem for the Schrodinger operator with magnetic 
fields in the bounded domain Q. In the following we let /i(A) denote the lowest 
eigenvalue of the following problem : 

(1.4) -Vi^^/i^     inO,        (VAVO • ^ + 7^ = 0    on dtt. 

LEMMA 1.2. If [I(<JK,F) < K? then the Ginzburg-Landau functional has nontrivial 
minimizers. On the other hand, if the Ginzburg-Landau functional has a non-trivial 
minimizer (ip,A) then /i(crftA) < ft2. 

Lemma 1.2 suggests the following definition : 

cr*(ft, HQ) = min{cr > 0 : /i(crftF) = ft2}. 

The estimate on cr*(ft, HQ) for large ft helps us to obtain an estimate for cr*(K,Ho). 
However we should mention that, the bifurcation theory does not provide an answer to 
the question whether there exists a large solution, not necessary in the neighborhood 
of (OjF), for a ^> cr*(ft,i7o). In our analysis presented below we do not presume that 
all the solutions bifurcate from the trivial solutions. 

1.3. Schrodinger Operators with Magnetic Fields. In order to estimate the 
value of cr*(ft, HQ) for large ft and a and to describe the behavior of order parameters 
for a close to cr*(tt, HQ), we need the detailed information about the lowest eigenvalues 
and classify the associated (bounded) eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger operator with 
magnetic fields in the entire plane2 : 

(1.5) -ViV = <xrl)        in R2 

2
 In this paper, for convenience, when considering eigenvalue problems in the entire plane or in 

the half-plane, we call a non-trivial bounded solution as an eigenfunction. Therefore, the eigenfunction 
associated with the lowest eigenvalue may not lie in L2. 
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or in the half-plane : 

(1.6) -V2
Aifj = Pip   inRl,        (VAVO'^O     ondRl, 

where ]R^_ = {(rri,^) : ^2 > 0}- We shall consider two typical magnetic fields: 
(1) A(x) = (jj(x) = (-^•,^L) or A(a;) = E(x) = (-a;2,0) (they are gauge 

equivalent); 

(2) A(x) = — ■l^j-n, where n = (COST?,sin 1?) is a unit vector. 
The first case corresponds to the superconductors under non-vanishing magnetic fields 
and the second case corresponds to the superconductors under non-degenerately van- 
ishing magnetic fields. It is an important topic in the semi-classical theory of the 
Schrodinger operator with magnetic fields to estimate the lowest eigenvalue of (1.5), 
see for instance [HI]. In our approach, we shall estimate the lowest eigenvalues of 
both (1.5) and (1.6), as well as to classify the associated (bounded) eigenfunctions. 

1.4. F-Principle. In many cases, the key point in the classification of the eigen- 
functions is to prove the uniqueness of minimum points of the lowest eigenvalue A(r) 
of the associated Sturm-Liouville operators. This is the important issue in [LP2,5], 
where a general idea which we may call F-Principle was developed. We briefly state 
it here with respect to (1.6). Choose A = E = (—#2,0). Then, (1.6) reads : 

(1.7) A(p + 2ix2dXl<p-\x2\2(p + 0(p = O   in R^.,        dX2(p = 0     on <9M|, 

and the lowest eigenvalue flo is given by : 

fRl\Vv(f)\2dx 
0 ~ ^^(Rp      J^^dx 

Note that the coefficients in (1.7) are independent of xi. It is natural to try the 
Fourier transformation in the variable xi. Let ip be a bounded eigenfunction of (1.7) 
associated with the lowest eigenvalue /?o. Formally, we fix X2 and write the Fourier 
transform of <f in the variable Xi as follows : 

<p(z,X2) = F[<p(',X2)](z). 

Then, for fixed 2, <p satisfies an equation in X2 : 

(1.8) -^+q(x2,z)(p = (3o<P   for 0 < x2 <+00,        J£.(o) = 0, 

where q(x2, z) = (X2 + z)2. We may call the following equation obtained from (1.8) by 
changing variables the F-transformed equation of (1.7) (or F-equation for short) : 

(1.9) -u" + q(t,T)u = pu   for0.<t<+oo,        </(0) = 0. 

For fixed 2, let f}{z) denote the lowest eigenvalue of (1.9). Let P{ZQ) = mm/3(z). Let 

u be the eigenfunction of (1.9) for z = ZQ. We may guess that f3(zo) is the eigenvalue 
of (1.7), and the associated eigenfunctions of (1.7) are given by cp = ce'LZoXlu(x2). 

Although the above argument is formal, the results for the F-transformed equation 
(1-dimensional eigenvalue problem) on the half-line help us to study the original (2- 
dimensional) eigenvalue problem in the half-plane.   To rigorously verify the results 
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obtained by the formal analysis, we may follow the main steps in [LP2] (proof of 
Theorem 5.3)3, which are summarized in the following : 

Step 1. For fixed z, the lowest eigenvalue of (1.9) is given by the following varia- 
tional principle : 

(1.10) /?(*)=        inf     ^Trrrr,  /       {10? + q(t,zM2}dL ■4>ewi>*(R+) \\(p\\l2(JSL+) J0 

We show that there exists a unique ZQ such that : 

(3(zo) =     min     /3(z). 
—oo<z<oo 

Let po be the lowest eigenvalue of (1.7). It is easy to show that Po < fl{zo). 
Step 2. Let ip be a bounded eigenfunction of (1.7) associated with /JQ. We show 

that there exists C > 0 such that, for any a < b we have : 

rb r+oo 

(1.11) /   dxj. /       \(p\2dx2<C(b- a+1)11^00. 

Let <p(z,X2) be the Fourier transform of if in the sense of distribution. Using Step 1 
and (1.11) we show that, for any #2, </?(•, #2) is supported at the single point ZQ. Also 
we get A) >P{zo). 

Step 3. Then, we conclude that /?o = /^(^o), and (^(a;i,a;2) = elZoXlu{x2) for some 
eigenfunction u of the F-transformed equation with z — ZQ on E+ associated with the 
lowest eigenvalue f3(zo). 

REMARK 1.3. Note that we can apply the F-principle as well when the lowest 
eigenvalue of the F-equation has only finite number of minimum points. 

In [LP 1,2,5] we used the above ideas to obtain the estimates for the lowest eigen- 
value on the half-plane and classified the associated eigenfunctions. It would be inter- 
esting to look for a new proof of the uniqueness results of the eigenfunctions without 
using distributions. 

1.5. Eigenvalue Variation for Sturm-Liouville Operators. From §1.4 we 
see that, the crucial part in our study is to prove the uniqueness of minimum points 
of the lowest eigenvalue A(2:) of the Sturm-Liouville problem : 

(1.12) -u" + q{t, T)U = \U    for 0 < t < +oo, <i/(0) = 0, 

which is the F-equation of an eigenvalue problem for the Schrodinger operator with a 
magnetic field. This problem is closely related to the parameter variation problem of 
eigenvalues studied in [DH]. When the potential q(t,z) is in the form 

(1.13) q{t,z) = q(t + Z), 

the uniqueness of the minimum point ZQ of the function \(z) was obtained in [DH] 
(also see [BH]).4 In §2 below we shall present a proof slightly different to [DH]. On the 

other hand, when A = — ^j-n, the associated Sturm-Liouville equation has potential 
9(*5r) = .K*2 + 2T)

2
, which is not in the form (1.13), and it seems to us that the 

3 Also see [LP5] (proof of Lemma 3.2). 
4 Without knowing the work [DH], we used an ODE method to prove the uniqueness of the 

minimum point ZQ, see [LP2] (Section 7). 
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uniqueness of minimum points can not be obtained by using the method from [DH]. 
For such a potential q{t,T)) the uniqueness was proved in [PK] (Theorem 3) by an 
argument combining the ODE technique and a variational idea, see §2 below. 

1.6. 3-Dimensional Superconductors. Now we consider a superconducting 
material occupying an arbitrary bounded smooth domain fi in R3. Several results in 
2-dimensional case remain valid now, and there are new phenomena interesting to 
us. First, in 3-dimensional case, the value of Hcz depends on the direction of the 
applied field. However, for a bounded superconductor with a smooth surface, the 
value of Hc3 is essentially independent of the direction of the applied magnetic field. 
Here, the essential independence means that the leading term of Hc3 is independent 
of the direction of the applied field when K, is large. Second, the location of nucleation 
depends on the direction of the applied field and on the geometry of the surface. When 
the applied field is close to Hc3, superconducting sheaths nucleate at a portion of the 
surface which is parallel to the field. 

In contrast to the samples with smooth surface, the value of Hc3 could be much 
higher for superconductors with non-smooth surface, and nucleation happens at edges 
and vertices at the surface. This phenomenon was investigated by Fomin-Devreese- 
Moshchialkov [FDM] and Jadallah-Rubinstein-Sternberg [JRS] and Pan [PI]. In Sec- 
tion 7, we shall describe some results in this direction obtained in [PI].. 

2. Eigenvalue Variation for Sturm-Liouville Equations. In this section we 
study the eigenvalue variation problem for the Sturm-Liouville equation (1.12) with 
parameter z, where q(t, z) is a continuous function. The lowest eigenvalue \(z) was 
given in (1.10). As a function of z, we suppose that A(z) attains its minimum at some 
point. We quote below some results from [LP2, PK] concerning the uniqueness of the 
minimum points. 

Let ZQ be the minimum point of A(2;) and AQ = A(2:o) = minz \(z), and let u be 
the positive eigenfunction of (1.12) for z = ZQ and A = AQ. 

LEMMA 2.1.   We have : 

l 
+00 da,        N   9/ x 

Jo      dr 

(2.1) |+00 ft(t, zo)u2(t)dt = [Ao - g(0, zo)}u2(0); 

P^00   fta P+00 

I       t(^t(t,zQ)u
2{t)dt = 2j       \u'(t)\2dt. 

For the proof see [PK] (Section 3). Also see [LP4] (Section 2) for the proof of the 
first equality in the special case. 

COROLLARY 2.2.  If q{t,z) = q(t + z)} then a minimum point ZQ of X(Z) satisfies 

(2.2) q(z0) = Xo. 

Moreover if q(t) strictly increases then the minimum points of \(z) are unique. 
In fact, in this case we have -^ = ^. From the first two equalities in (2.1) we get 

(2.2). Equality (2.2) was first obtained in [DH]. For the case q{t^z) = {t + z)2, also 
see [LP4] (Proposition 2.4). 

PROPOSITION 2.3.  In the following two cases the minimum points of \{z) are 
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unique: 
(1) q(t,z) = (t + z)2; 

(2) q(t,z) = \(t* + 2z)*. 
In Case 1, it had been showed by numerical computations that the minimum 

value /?o of X(z) is ~ 0.59, see [SdG]. In [LP4] (Proposition 2.4) we gave a short proof 
of the estimate 0.5 < /?o < 0.76. In Case 2, a numerical computation showed that the 
minimum value AQ is ^ 0.5698, see [M, H2]. 

Proof. In Case (1), the uniqueness is a consequence of Corollary 2.2. In Case (2), 
the proof of uniqueness is much more involved. We sketch here the idea in [PK]. First 
note that, in Case (2), minimum points of A(z) must be negative. Fix A and z. Let u 
be a positive solution of (1.12) satisfying u(0) = 1. Define a function <f> by 

(2.3) u(t) = exp(- /   <f)(s)ds). 
Jo 

Then, 0 satisfies the following Riccati type equation : 

(2.4) </>' = <f)2 + A - q(t, z)    for t > 0,        0(0) = 0. 

Suppose that there exist two minimum points Zi < z<i < 0 of X(z) such that X(zi) = 
X(z2) = AQ. A careful analysis on the solutions of (2.4) shows that, there exists a point 
z* between zi and Z2 and a number A* < AQ such that, (2.4) with z = z* and A = A* 
has a solution 0* on [0, +oo), and the function u* associated with 0* by (2.3) gives a 
positive eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue A*. This is impossible because 
AQ is the least eigenvalue. □ 

3. Eigenvalues of Schrodinger Operators with Magnetic Fields. 

3.1 Schrodinger Operators with Constant Magnetic Fields in the Entire 
Plane. In this subsection we consider the eigenvalue of the Schrodinger operator — V^ 
in R2, where curl A is a non-zero constant. From the rescaling property of the operator 
we only need to consider the case where curl A = 1. From the gauge invariance we 
may choose A = LJ = (—^., ^-) and write the equation as follows : 

(3.1) -V2^ = m/>        inE2. 

THEOREM 3.1 ([LP2, THEOREM 2]). (1) The eigenvalues of (3.1) are 2n + 1, 
n = 0,1,2, • • • Especially, the lowest eigenvalue is cto = 1. 

(2) For each k > 0, the function tpk = rk exp(—r2/A-\-ik9) is an L2 eigenfunction 
associated with ao. Moreover, for any entire function f(x), tp = exp(—r2/A)f(x) is a 
solution of (3.1) with a = 1. 

Theorem 3.1 and Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 below were also announced in [LP1]. The 
integral representation formula for eigenfunctions associated with the higher eigen- 
values was also given in [LP2] (proof of Theorem 4.1). Here we quote from [LP2] 
(Theorem 2.2) the proof for the conclusion ao = 1. Recall that : 

ao —       ml       —j.—, ..o -—. 
tew^QB?)    JR2 \(t>\2dx 

Obviously, exp(—r2/4)/ is an eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue 1, where 
/ ^ 0 is any entire function such that exp(-r2/4)/ G L2(R2). Thus, ao < 1. 
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We need to show that ao > 1. Let Bn = {x £ R2 : |a;| < n} and set 

an =        inf 
fBn \V^\2dx 

4>€Wi'2(Bn)      JBn\<l>\2dx 

Clearly, an—> ao as n —» -f-oo. We shall show that an > 1 for all n. Let 0 G Co(5n) 
+oo 

be a smooth function with expansion <f) =   V^  Ukirje11*6, where Uk € Co[0,n] are 
k=—oo 

radial functions, Co[0,n] = {(j) G ^[0,72] : w(n) = 0}. We compute : 

+00 

+ 00 „n 

>   ^   27ran(k) /    |^|2rrfr, 
/c=—00 

where 

n€Ci[o,n] j0 \u\2rdr Jo r      2 

>      mf      ^^  /^{Kl2 + (" " ^)2\u\2}rdr. 
- neci[o,oc) J+00 \u\2rdr Jo >      2; '  ' / 

If k > 0, for every real smooth function u(r) we have : 

f+OO 7. /.+CX) , /.+OO 

/       {|^|2 + (i _ i)2|w|2}rdr > 2 /       ^(1 _ i)r^r =  /        \u\2rdr. 
Jo r     2 Jo r     2 70 

The equality holds for u = rk exp(—r2/4). Hence, an(fc) > 1 and —» 1 as n —>• 00. If 
A: < 0 we have : 

(7~)2 = (]^)2 + 2|*|. 
Hence, an(fc) > 2\k\ + 1 and —^2|A:|-f-lasn—»oo. Therefore, an > 1 for all n, which 
yields ao > 1. D 

Now we write z = xi 4- ZZ^J ^ = #1 — ^2> ^ = 2(^1 — ^2)5 arici dz = dz = 
|(9xi + ^2)- For a vector field A = (Ai,^) G C2(M2), we define a = |(Ai - ^2), 
a= l(Ai+iA2), da = dz - ia, and da = dz-ia. 

LEMMA 3.2. ^sswme ttat A G C2(M2) and ip G Z2(R2) is a solution of (1.5). 
Then, we have : 

f   {4\d^P\2 + (curl A)\ij\2} dx = a f   \ip\2dx, 
JRS 7^2 

/   {4|aa^|2-(c^A)|^|2}^ = Q; /   \il;\2dx. 

REMARK 3.3. From Lemma 3.2 we conclude that : 

inf       ^.yS  inf leurl AW[/ 

Again we see that for equation (3.1), the lowest eigenvalue ao > 1- 
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3.2. Schrodinger Operators with Constant Magnetic Fields in the Half- 
Plane. In this subsection we consider the eigenvalue problem (1.7). Let /?(z) be the 
lowest eigenvalue of the Sturm-Liouville problem (1.9) with q(t,z) = (t + z)2. Let ZQ 

be the unique minimum point of /?(Z)J 
an(l ^ u ^)e the positive eigenfunction of (1.9) 

associated with z = ZQ and A = I3(ZQ) (see Proposition 2.3). 
THEOREM 3.4 ([LP2, THEOREM 3]). The lowest eigenvalue fo of (1.7) is equal 

to the minimum value P{ZQ), and the only bounded eigenfunctions associated with /?o 
are given by ip = ce'lZoXlu(x2). 

Proof. Let ip be a bounded eigenfunction of (1.7) associated with /3o. We can 
show that (1.11) holds for any a < b, where C > 0 is independent of {p. For any fixed 
#2 > 0, let <p(z,X2) = Jr[(p)(z,X2) be the Fourier transform of </?(#!,#2) in #1 in the 
sense of distribution. Using (1.11) we can show that, for any X2 > 0, the support of 
<p(',X2) either is empty or contains only ZQ. Hence, <p(z,X2) can be represented by 

»(**) dk 
<p(z,X2)=  Y^ ck(x2)-j^ti(z-zo), 

k=0 

where N(x2) and Ck(x2) may depend on X2. So, 

1    ^(^2) 

(p(xuX2) = -T=y2 ck(x2){-ix1)
kexp(izox1). 

^27r   fc=0 

Since <p is bounded in R^, we have Ck(x2) = 0 for all k > 0 and X2 > 0. Let 
v(x2) = CO(X2)/V2K, then ip(xi,X2) = v(x2) exp(izoXi). v(x2) is a bounded smooth 
function as (p is, and satisfies the equation 

-v" + (X2 + zofv = fov    forx2>0,        v'(0) = 0. 

Hence, vfa) = cu(x2) and (p = cexp(izoXi)u(x2). U 

REMARK 3.5. In [LP1,2] we discussed the problems under a more general bound- 
ary condition : 

(VA^) ■ v + 7^ = 0       ondR^., 

where 0 < 7 < 00. 

Next we consider the Dirichlet problem : 

(3.2) A<p + 2ix2dXl(p-\x2\2(p + \(p = 0     inR%,        (p = 0     on dR|. 

We define : 
jR2+ \V^\2dx 

0G<'2(R2+)    /R2_|^|2da; 

PROPOSITION 3.6 ([LP2, THEOREM 4]). AQ = 1 and is not achieved. (3.2) has 
no non-trivial bounded solutions for A < AQ, and has at least one non-trivial bounded 
solution for A > AQ . 

3.3. Schrodinger Operators with Constant Magnetic Fields in the 
Quadrant. Let Q denote the quadrant in the plane, Q = {(2:1,^2) • #1 > ^,£2 > 0}, 
and let 9*Q = dQ \ {0}. Consider the following eigenvalue problem : 

(3.3) -V^ = 7^    inQ,        (V^) • u = 0   on d*Q, 
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where UJ(X) — (—^L, ^L). (3.3) can be written as follows : 

Aip + i(-X2dXlip + xidX2ip) + T^I
2
^ = 7^    for x1 > 0,^2 > 0, 

dXlip +-X2ip = 0 if zi = 0,^2 > 0, 

if .#1 > 0,a:2 = 0. 

Define 

A). 

/Q|Vw0|2di 
7o =      mf r  . ,l9 .—• 

0€Wi.a(Q)    /QH
2da: 

THEOREM 3.7 ([PI, THEOREM 4.1]). 70 is achieved in W1»-2(Q), anc? 0 < 70 < 

Obviously, 70 is invariant under translations and rotations. On the other hand, let 
^ be a minimizer for 70 and set ip*(xi,X2) = ip(x2,Xi). Then, I/J* is also a minimizer 
for 70. It would be interesting to know if every minimizer for 70 has the star-symmetry 
up to a constant of modulo 1, i.e. ip(x2,xi) = e'LCip(xi,X2). 

3.4. Schrodinger Operators with Non-Degenerately Vanishing Mag- 
netic Fields in the Entire Plane. In this and next subsections we consider (1.5) 
and (1.6) where the magnetic fields vanish non-degenerately. So we assume 

UI2 
(3.4) -n, n = (cos #, sin #). 

Note that curl A = X2 cos # — xi sin $, and it vanishes along a line. 
In the case of the entire plane, we can simplify (1.5) by first rotating the coordinate 

system then making a gauge transformation such that, in the new coordinate system, 
we have n = (1,0) and A = (—^y^O)- Equation (1.5) is then written as : 

(3.5) -A^ - iy2dXli) + -2/2^ = A^ m 

Such eigenvalue problems were studied by R. Montgomery [M] in his semi-classical 
study of a 2-dimensional quantum particle in a non-degenerately vanishing magnetic 
field. Among other things, Montgomery showed that, for the magnetic field A given 
above, the lowest eigenvalue A(R2, A) of (3.5) is equal to the minimum of the lowest 
eigenvalue A(r) of the following equation : 

(3.6) 

In other words, let 

(3.7) 

V' + i(i2 + 2r)2y = A(r)y, -OO   <  t  <   OO. 

AQ = inf A(r). 
rGM1 

Then A(R2, A) = AQ. More general results in higher dimensional spaces were obtained 
by Helffer-Mohamed [HMoh] and Helffer [H2]. The classification of the eigenfunctions, 
which will be useful to describe the nucleation behavior of order parameters and to 
derive a high order estimate for the value of a* (ft, fZo), was proved in [PK] by using 
F-Principle. 
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THEOREM 3.8 ([PK, THEOREM 3]). The minimum point TQ of A(r) is unique. 
The eigenfunctions of (3.5) associated with the lowest eigenvalue A(R2, A) are ip = 
ce'iroyiu(y2), where u is the positive eigenfunction of (3.6) with r = TQ. 

3.5. Schrodinger Operators with Non-Degenerately Vanishing Mag- 
netic Fields in the Half-Plane. In this subsection we consider eigenvalue problem 
(1.6), where the vector field A was given in (3.4). In contrast to the entire plane case, 
the lowest eigenvalue of (1.6) depends on the direction of n. After gauge transforma- 
tions, (1.6) can be written as follows : 
(3.8) 

— Aip — i(x\ cos 'ddXl</? + x\ sin 'ddX2ip) + -(x^ cos2 # + x* sin2 #)<p = \ip    in E^., 

9x2 ¥ +  ^Xl Sin tiV =  0 0n   SR+ • 

In the following we write the lowest eigenvalue A(K^, A) by A(R^,i?). Then, 

A(M2
+,tfH       inf       TTTJ:  /   {\(dXl + ^2cos^|2 4- \(dX2 + ^2sin^|2}^ 

Obviously, A(R2.,7r + &) = A(R2.,^). So we assume that 0 < # < TT. 

The case where fi = 0 is most interesting. In this case (3.8) reads 

—A^ — ixldXl(p + -xtv — ^     m ^+5        ft^ = 0    on 9M+. 

Recall that A(E2, A) = AQ = A(ro). Let u be^the positive eigenfunction of (3.6) with 

THEOREM 3.9 ([PK, THEOREM 4]). (1) A(R^,0) = AQ, and the only eigenfunc- 
tions associated with A(M5j_,0) are ip = celToXlu(x2). 

(2) When 0 < i9 < TT, A(R^.,I?) < AQ and the associated eigenf unctions belong to 
W^iRl). 

4. Eigenvalue Problems in 2-Dimensional Bounded Domains.  Let Q be a 
bounded domain in R2 and A be a given vector field. We shall discuss the asymptotic 
estimates of the eigenvalue f^(bA) and the concentration behavior of the eigenfunctions 
i/jb of the following equation : 

(4.1) -V2
bAip = flip     in ft, {VbAip)-v + jip = 0    on dft. 

Let Ho(x) = curl A(x). Define : 

(4.2) ao(Ho) = min {min|iJo(z)|,    Po   min |ifo(^)|}, 
xEfl x£dQ 

where /?o is the lowest eigenvalue of (1.7). Note that if curl A = Ho) a non-zero 
constant, then ao(Ho) = PQ\HO\. Let ftm be the set of the minimum points of |i?o(#)| • 

TLrn = {x eU: \Ho(x)\ = min \Ho(y)\}. 
yen 

THEOREM 4.1 ([LP2, THEOREM 1]). Let Q be a bounded smooth domain in R2. 
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(1) Assume that A £ C2(fi) and HQ{X) = curl A(x).  Then, 

fjL(bA) 
hm = aoCHo), 

b—>oo       \0\ 

and the eigenfunctions concentrate at the set Om of minimum points o/|ffo| asb —> oo. 
(2) If curl A = 1, then 

and the eigenf unctions concentrate at the boundary dQ, as b —> oo. 

REMARK 4.2. Theorem 4.1 shows that /i(&A) essentially depends on the distri- 
bution of the minimum points of HQ. Note the precise meaning of the concentration 
of eigenvalues: In Case (1) it means that : 

lim        ..f6.^ -0    onJI\nm. 
6->co    ||n||Loo(n) 

In [LP3] we proved the concentration conclusion for order parameters.   The same 
argument also yields the concentration conclusion for eigenfunctions. 

In the case where curl A is a non-zero constant, we have a higher order upper 
bound estimate, see [LP4] (Appendix). Let u denote the positive eigenfunction of 
(3.2) for z = ZQ and /?(zo) = Po- Define : 

\\
U

\\L2      
Z
        JO \\

U
\\L

2 

It was shown in [LP4] that Ci > 0. Let Kr denote the relative curvature of dQ,, and 
set : 

Kmax = maXKr(a;J, \U**)max = \X G uil : Kr(X) = Kmaxj' 
x^ou, 

LEMMA 4.3. Let Q be a bounded and smooth (say C5) domain in R2, and A G 
C5(fi) satisfying curl A = 1.  Then, for b > 0 large we have : 

/x(6A) < fa - (Ci/w - ^7)^4- 0(6-3/7). 

REMARK 4.4. (1) Bernoff-Sternberg [BS] found an asymptotic expansion for Hc3 

using some formal analysis, which also yields an estimate for fi(bA). Del Pino-Felmer- 
Sternberg [DFS] proved a similar upper bound for fi(bA). Very recently, Helffer- 
Morame has proved that, for a C4 bounded domain in M2, if curlA = 1 and if 7 = 0, 
then we have, as b —> -f 00, 

fi(bA) = fob - CutmavVb + Oib-1'3). 

Moreover, the eigenfunctions concentrate near the maximum points of the curvature 
in the L2 sense. 

(2) We believe that under the condition of Lemma 4.3, the eigenfunctions con- 
centrate on the maximum points of the curvature as b —> 00, namely, 

lim —rrPP ='0 on 17 \ (dQ)max. 
6-.00       ||nllL°°(IT) 
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Lemma 4.3 indicates the effect of the domain geometry on the value of the eigen- 
value /i(6A). To further explore the effect of the domain geometry, we study the 
eigenvalue problem on bounded domains with corners. For simplicity, here we con- 
sider a rectangle Q = [a, b] x [c, d]. Let V = {(a, c), (a, d), (b, c), (6, d)} be the set of the 
vertices of the rectangle. Recall that the lowest eigenvalue 70 of (3.3) in the quadrant 
Q is less than PQ. A direct consequence of Theorem 3.7 is the following : 

THEOREM 4.5. Let Q, be a rectangle and A be a smooth vector field such that 
curl A = 1.  Then 

6^oo      |0| 

and the eigenfunctions concentrate at the vertices as b —> oo. 
Note that if HQ = curl A has a zero, then ao(iifo) = 0- It was observed in [LP3] 

(Proposition 6.3) and then proved in [PK] (Theorem 1) that, in this case the value of 
{j,(bA) is greatly reduced. For simplicity we assume that the applied magnetic field 
has non-degenerate zero points, that is, the set Z(HQ) of zero points of HQ = curl A 
satisfies the following condition: 

(4.3) 

Define 

Z(Ho) is the union of a finite number of smooth curves in Q, 

VHo(x)^0   iixeZ(Ho). 

z(Ho,n) = z(Ho) n o,     z(Ho,dn) = z(Ho) n ao. 

From the condition (4.3) we see that, if x £ Z{HQ) then curl A(x) = 0, curl2A(x) = 
(dX2cuY\ A^j—da^curl A(x)) ^ 0. We let v denote the unit outward normal of dQ, 
and let r denote the unit tangential vector. We choose the direction of dQ, such that 
the orientation of {z/, r} is same as that of iria^-coordinate system. For x G dft, let 
^(x) denote the angle between the vector curl2A(:r) and r. Note that the angle ^(x) 
is equal to the angle between Vifo and the inward normal vector —i/(x). Let AQ be 
the number given in (3.7), and let A(E2,^) be the lowest eigenvalue of (3.8). Define 
(4.4) 
ai(ifo)=min{Ao     min     |Vi?o|> min      A(E2 ,^(x))|VFo(^)|}, 

x£Z(Ho,Q) x€.Z(Ho,dQ) 

Z(H0) = {xen: Ao|Vtfo(z)| = ai(flo)} U {x £ dtt :\{Rl,0(x))\VHo(x)\ = a^Ho)}. 

Note that, if all the zero points of HQ lie inside fi, then we have : 

2{Ho) = {x e n :  Ho(x) = 0,   \VHo{x)\=   min   \VHo(y)\}. 
y£Z(Q) 

THEOREM 4.6 ([PK, THEOREM 1]). Let HQ = curl A satisfy the condition (4.3). 
Then, we have : 

and the eigenf unctions concentrate at the set Z{HQ) as b —> oo. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.6 we have that, if all the zero points of HQ lie inside 

fi, then the eigenfunctions concentrate at the zero points of HQ where the gradient 
VHQ is the least. 

We may also consider eigenvalue problems under Dirichlet condition. In this case 
the eigenfunctions concentrate in the interior of the domain. 
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The proofs of the above theorems involve blow-up arguments and the estimation 
of the rescaled eigenfunctions. So we need to decompose a vector field into a gradient 
part and a curl part near a given point P. Let us assume that P = 0. Let BR = {x : 
fa;| < JR}, A(x) = (Al(x), A2(x)), and set : 

flAi pfl Ai 

LEMMA 4.7. Let A £ C
3
(BR). Then, there exists a smooth real function x 

defined near x = 0 such that : 

A(x) = A(0) + Vx(x) + curl A(0)UJ(X) - -\x\2curt*A(0) + D(rr), 

where u(x) = (— —, —), and |D(T)| = 0(|a:|2). 

Next, assume that Q, is a smooth (say, Ck for some k > 3) bounded domain in M2 

and 0 G dtt. Then, d£l consists of a finite number of simple closed Ck curves which 
do not intersect with each other. Every component F of dft can be represented as 
z = z(s)i and T(S) = z^s), where s is the arc length of F. Fix fi > 0 small and let 

t(x) = dist(x, dti),        Cljj, = {x £ fi : t(x) < /i}. 

We can choose fi small such that t(x) is a Ck function over fi^. For every x G fiM, 
there exists a unique point z = z(x) G 00 such that x = z — t(x)i/(z), Vt(x) = —v(z). 
The mapping 

x = ^(s, t) = z(s) — tv(s) 

determines a C^-1 -transformation of coordinates, which straightens a portion of the 
boundary near 0. We have : 

g{s,t) = IdetjDJ'l = 1^ x ^| = l-ter(s), 

where Kr is the relative curvature of dVt. It the following we re-write yl = s^ y2 — t 

and y = (2/1,2/2)- Let ei = r, 62 = —z^. Define a new vector field a associated with 
A : 

a^y) = g{y)A(r(y)) • e^y),        a2(y) = A(^(y)) • eafy), 

a(y) = 8L1(y)ei +a2(y)e2. 

LEMMA 4.8.  Le£fi 6e a smooth domain inR2 withO G 90 and A G C2(fi D ^(BR)). 

Then, in the new coordinates y straightening the boundary portion, the vector field a(y) 
associated with A(x) can be written as follows : 

\v\2 

a(y) = A(0) + VyX + curl A(0)Cj(y) - ^"[^rZ2A(0) - Kr(Q)curl A(0)r(0)] + D(y), 

where x(y) is a smooth real function defined near y = 0, 

y2       yi 
Vj/X = ^xei + dy2xe2,        u{y) = -—e^ + —ei, 

and |D(y)| < C|y|3 for bounded y. 
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5. Upper Critical Field and Concentration of Order Parameters for 
2-Dimensional Superconductors. Recall the number cr*(tt,Ho) defined in (1.3), 
ao(Ho) defined in (4.2), and fto the lowest eigenvalue of (1.7). In this section we esti- 
mate the value of a* (ft, HQ) and Hc3) and discuss the nucleation of superconductivity. 
The nucleation phenomenon can be described by the concentration behavior of the 
order parameter ip when a is close to cr*(tt,iJo)- We shall see below (Theorem 5.1) 
that, for a type 2 superconductor with large value of ft, an applied magnetic field with 
its value close to but less than the upper critical field penetrates the sample almost ev- 
erywhere. However, the superconductivity is not destroyed everywhere in the sample: 
Where the field is weaker, superconducting properties will persist. Let us define 

nm = {x £ Q : l-ffoO*)! = min \Ho(x)\}, 
xEQ 

(dQ)m = {x£dQ.: \Ho(x)\ = min \Ho{x)\}. 
x£dQ, 

THEOREM 5.1 ([LP4, THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.3]). Assume that Ho(x) is a posi- 
tive continuous function on ft. 

(1) We have : 

(5.1) lim   £&«») =      1 
K->+OO        K ao{Ho) 

where ao(Ho) was given in (4-2). 
(2) Superconductivity nucleates first at fim U ($Q)m. More precisely, let Kn —> 

-f-oo, (Tn < <7*(ftn,i/o)? &n/Kn —> 1/&0; and let (ipn,An) be a non-trivial minimizer of 
the Ginzburg-Landau functional Q with ft = Kn, a — crn.  Then, as n —> oo, we have : 

curlAn-^Ho        inC1+am, 
ll^nlU^cn) -* 0, 

o  onn\(nmu(dn)m). 

The proof of Theorem 5.1 consists of a prior estimates for the solutions of the 
Ginzburg-Landau system (1.1) and blow-up arguments. The results in Theorem 4.1 
play important roles in the proof. 

Next, we consider a spatially homogeneous applied magnetic field, HQ{X) = 1. 
Note that in this case we have ao(Ho) = fio. As a consequence of (5.1) we have : 

(5.2) HCM = 4- + O(K). 
Po 

The following theorem gives an asymptotic estimate of Hc3 with a control on the 
error; and shows in the L2 sense that, as the applied field decreases gradually from 
Hc3, superconductivity nucleates first at the maximum points of the curvature, and 
a superconducting sheath gradually forms there.5 

THEOREM 5.2 ([HP, THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2]). Assume that Q is of class C4. 
(1) For ft large we have : 

(5.3) Hc3 (K) = j- + -%Kmax + 0(K-V% 

1 Also see [LP4] (Proposition 1.2) and [BS]. 
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where Ci is the positive constant given in Lemma 4-3, andKmaa: is the maximum value 
of the curvature of dQ. 

o3/2 

(2) Let p = ^r-[Hc3{K) —.<?]. If 0 < p = o(l) as K —» oo; then there exist positive 
constants ao, £o, KQ and MQ such that, for all K > KQ, we have : 

/  \^\2exp(ao^{Kmax - Kr(s)])dx <Moexp(£0p^) /  \ip\2dx. 
Jn Jn 

If so < p < Kmax — Kmin, where SQ > 0, then there exist positive constants a, M and 
K!Q such that, for all K > K'Q we have6 : 

/  |^|2exp(av/^[^max - «r(s) - p]3J2)dx < MK,
1
/

3
 /  \ip\2dx. 

Jn, Jn 

Theorem 5.2 also shows that, the order parameters exponentially decay away 
from the maximum points of the curvature. If the maximum points of curvature are 
not degenerate, then we have more precise estimates on the concentration behavior, 
see [HP] (Theorem 1.3). We mention that, in [LP4] (Proposition 1.2), a lower bound 
estimate for Hc3 involving Kmax was obtained. It was shown in [BPT] that, for a 
superconducting disk, superconductivity nucleates uniformly at the entire boundary. 

In the following, we let the applied field be reduced further and discuss the devel- 
opment of the superconducting sheaths. Theorem 5.3 below shows that, if the applied 
field is reduced enough from Hc3 but the gap between them is not large, then the or- 
der parameters concentrate on the entire boundary, and the superconducting sheath 
expands, as predicted by D. Saint-James and De Gennes in [SdG]. Theorem 5.4 shows 
that, if the gap is large enough, but the applied field is kept away above IIc2, then the 
superconducting layer expands further and develops into a surface superconducting 
state. 

THEOREM 5.3 ([LP4, THEOREM 1.5]). Assume that HQ{X) = 1. Let an and 
K,n be as in Theorem 5.1, Let £n = l/^n^n and <$n = Kn/&n — A)- If Sn -^ 0 and 

8n ^ £n   , then there exists CQ > 0 such that, as n —> oo, we have : 

ll^nlU-cn) = (Co + o(l))y/S^y 

\1>n(x)\ f0        */*€«, 

{\ 
Theorem 5.3 shows that, if the gap between the applied field and IIc3 is not very 

small, then the order parameters concentrate uniformly along the entire boundary. 
In fact, the technical assumption Sn ^> Sn means that an <^ ^ — LKU for some 
L > 0. W§ believe that the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 remains true under the weaker 
assumption 6n ^> en 

To describe the development of the superconducting sheaths as the applied field 
is further reduced, we assume that H = fes (namely a = K/\), where es is a unit 
vector in the rrs-direction, and fio < A < 1. Let us assume 7 = 0. Instead of the 
functional Q, we consider now the functional £ : 

SW, A) = J {|V^AV|2 + ^Jlcurl A - Ho\2 - «2|V|2 + ~M4}^ 

' We use the notation a+ = max{a, 0}. 
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THEOREM 5.4 ([P2, THEOREM 1]). Assume that /3o < A < 1 and let (^, A) be 
the non-trivial minimizer of the functional 8. 

(1) There exist positive numbers K,I and C such that, for all k > Ki we have : 

C 
\\curlA-l\\cl(n) < ~. 

(2) For any 0: < a < 2Y/^J^, there exist positive constants K,(a) and C(a) such 

that, for all K > ^(o:), we have : 

o 1 IK
2
       o n(n'^ 

exp(GK.dist(x\ dQ,)){\il>\2dx + -o |W - -rA^l Tdx - I Jn in K
2 A K 

(3) There exists positive numbers L\ and K,2 such that, for all K > /^ ^e have 

f[^,A] = -LA|afi|« + 0(l), ■ 

and, for any closed subdomain D of Q; 

£[^, A,D) =■ -Lx\D n-dnf* + 0(1). 

Theorem 5.4 shows that, for a superconductor subject to an applied magnetic 
field above ifc^, ^^ applied field penetrates the sample almost everywhere, and su- 
perconductivity is confined at a surface sheath with scale 0(1/K). Note that LA —> 0 
as A —> /?o (see [P2, Lemma 5.9]). Thus, as the applied field decreases but remains 
higher above Hc2, superconductivity in the surface sheath increases while the inte- 
rior of the sample remains in normal state. These results confirm the conjecture of 
Rubinstein (see [R] P. 182). 

Combining the above Theorems, we get a complete description of the nucleation 
process for 2-dimensional superconductors when the applied fields decrease from Hc3. 

(i) As the applied field decreases from Hc3, superconductivity nucleates first at 
the maximum points of the boundary curvature. 

(ii) As the applied field is reduced again but is still close to Hc3, the supercon- 
ducting region expands gradually, and then a thin superconducting sheath forms on 
the entire boundary of the sample. 

(iii) As the applied field is further reduced but is still kept away above Hc2, the 
superconducting sheath becomes strong and a boundary layer gradually raises, while 
the interior of the sample remains in a normal state. 

(iv) The sample will remain in a surface superconducting state until the applied 
field! reaches Hc2' 

From the above theorems we see that, both the value of <7* («, HQ) and the location 
of superconductivity nucleation depend on the distribution of minimum points of the 
applied magnetic fields. The effect of the geometry of the samples and of the non- 
homogeneity of the applied fields was further explored in [PI, PK]. It was found in [PI] 
that, the existence of non-smoothness of the domains raises greatly the value of Hc3, 
and catches the location of nucleation. Let us consider a rectangle fi = [a,b] x [c,d]. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.5 we get : 

THEOREM 5.5.  Let Q be a rectangle and HQ = 1.  Then we have : 

K—>00 7o 
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where 70 is the lowest eigenvalue of (3.3) in the quadrant Q, and superconductivity 
nucleates first at the vertices. 

For the effect of zeros of the applied fields, we have the following conclusion : 
THEOREM 5.6 ([PK, THEOREM 1]). Assume that Condition (4.3) in Section 4 

is satisfied.  Then we have : 

lira   ^H°)-       1 
+00       K;

2 ai(iJo)' 

and superconductivity nucleates first at the set Z(Ho), which was defined in (4-4)'• 
Especially, if all the zero points of HQ lie inside Q,, then the order parameters 

concentrate at the zero points of HQ where the gradient is the least. 

6. Schrodinger Operators with Magnetic Fields in the 3-Dimensional 
Space. To study Ginzburg-Landau system in 3-dimensional domains we need to dis- 
cuss the lowest eigenvalue of the Schrodinger operator — V^ with the magnetic Q in 
R3 and in R^., where 

(6.1) Q(x) = -h x X = -{h2X3 - hsX2, hsxi - hixs, hiX2 - /^i). 

Here h = (^1,^25^3) is a unit vector in. R3, X = (xi,X2,xs) is the position vector. 
Note that curl ft — h. 

First, we consider the eigenvalue problem in R3 : 

(6.2) -Vjl<tp = aip     inR3. 

Note that (6.2) can also be written as follows : 

-A^ + i{h x X)V^ + i|h x X\2<ip = aip     in R3. 

Define 

(6.3)     a(ll)=    _,    ^'v^*,    inf    A, W-{■».*«*.. 
4>€Wi>HR*)     JR3 \(i)\2dx ^€Wi.2(R3) fR3 ^dx 

THEOREM 6.1 ([LP5, THEOREM 4.1]). For any constant unit vector h, a(h) = 
1. For every a > 1, (6.2) has no eigenfunction in L2(R3). Instead, it has infinitely 
many linearly independent bounded eigenfunctions associated with a. 

Next, we study the eigenvalue problem on the half space R^_ : 

(6.4) -V^ = A^    inR3.,        (VnVO •" = 0     on R3., 

where z/ is the unit outer normal vector to R^_.  To study (6.4), we first consider an 
eigenvalue problem in R^. : 

(6.5) -Av + (xi costf - X2 sin^)2v = bv     in R^.,        dX2v = 0   on dR%, 

where $ G [0,7r/2] is a constant. Define 

(6.6) 6(7?) =       inf        r    }±xt>J    [  {\V(j)\2 + (xi cost? - x2sm$)2\(/)\2}dx. 
cf>ew^(Rl) JR2 \<p\2dxJR2U 
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LEMMA 6.2 ([LP5, THEOREM 3.1]).  (1) b(0) = 6(7r/2) = 1.  Neither 6(0) nor 
&(7r/2) is achieved in Wh2(R%). 

(2) For every $ G (0,7r/2), 6(T?) is achieved in W1'2(R|).   ^.5^ has only one 
linearly independent eigenfunction associated with the lowest eigenvalue 6(1?). 

(3) For 0 < # < 7r/2; 6(7?) zs continuous and strictly decreasing, and (3Q < 6(7?) < 
1, w/iere ^0 ^ the lowest eigenvalue of (1.7). Moreover, 

lim b(&) = 1, lim   6(#) = ^o- 

Let b^) be the number given in (6.6), 0 < 1? < ir/2. Extend it to a function 6(#) 
by letting 

(6.7) W) 

Similar to (6.3) we define 

A(h) =        inf 

if # = 0 or TT, 

if 0 < >& < f, 

if 0=!, 

if f < 1? < TT, 

/Ra iVn^l2^ 

0€Wi.a(R8.)    /R3_|^|2da; 

THEOREM 6.3 ([LP5, THEOREM 4.2]). Le^ h foe a constant unit vector, and let 
$ be the angle between h and the unit outer normal of dM3. 

(1) A(h) = 6(#).  Therefore, A(h) is decreasing in fi for # G [0,7r/2]. 
^ A(h) Z5 achieved in W1,2(R^.) if and only if h is neither perpendicular nor 

parallel to the surface 9R^_. In this case, (6.4) has infinitely many linearly independent 
W1,2 eigenfunctions for A = A(h). 

(3) Moreover, in any case, for A = A(h), (6.4) has bounded eigenf unctions which 
are not in Wl>2(R\). 

Note that, for a superconducting sample occupying the half space, the conclusion 
(1) of Theorem 6.3 indicates the dependence of Hc3 on the angle between the applied 
field and the surface of the sample. We refer to [STS] (Section 4.3) for the discussion 
on the angular dependence of Hc3 • 

7. 3-Dimensional Superconductors. 

7.1. Superconductors with Smooth Surfaces. Let us recall the Ginzburg- 
Landau system in 3-dimensional bounded domain O : 

(i.r) 

( -(V - iKA)2il> = K
2
(1 - |^|2)^, 

i 
2K 

curlM = --^-(^V^ - ^V^) - \^\2A + curl H     in n, 

— IKAII) ■ v 4- 7'0 = 0, 

(curU - H) x v = 0 on afi. 

As in §1.1 we assume that W(x) = crHo(x), o > 0, and set A = aA. Throughout this 
section we assume that Ho(x) is a continuous vector field and Ho (a?) 7^ 0 on ft. Let 
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F be the vector field associated with Ho as in (1.2), and define cr*(K,Ho) as in (1.3). 
When HQ (a:) = h, a constant unit vector, we define 

ffc3(«,hj=(7*(/C,h). 

As was shown in [LP5], for a superconductor occupying a bounded domain fi in R3 

with smooth surface, the value of Hc3 (K, h) depends sensitively on the direction of 
the applied field and on the geometry of the surface. However, the leading term of 
Hc3 does not depend on them. To state this result, we let /?(#) denote the lowest 
eigenvalue of the equation (6.5) and define 6(T?) as in (6.7). For x G 90, let #(#) 
denote the angle between the vector Ho(rc) and the outer normal i/(x) of <9fi at x. 
Then, we define : 

Q^o = ^o(Ho) = min {min |Ho(a;)|,     min \'H.o(x)\b('d(x))}, 

ttm = {x £ 0 : |Ho(a:)| = min |Ho(2/)|}, 
yen 

(0fi)m = {x € dn : \H0(x)\b(i)(x)) = min |Ho(y)|6(l%))}. 
yedtl 

For a homogeneous applied magnetic field HQ = h, a constant unit vector, we define : 

(dtyh = {xedn:h- i/(x) = 0}. 

Hence (dfl)h is the set of the points on dfl where h is tangential to dft. Obviously, for 
any bounded domain in R3 with smooth surface, we have (dQ)h ^ 0 and a:o(h) = /^Q. 

THEOREM 7.1 ([LP5, THEOREM 1]).  (1) Let Ho he a continuous vector field. 
We have : 

K-^+OO K ao(Ho) 

and superconductivity nucleates first at 0rn U (<9fi)m. 
(2) When Ho(^) = h7 a constant unit vector, we have : 

lim ^(^ =   * 
/€-*oo K po 

and superconductivity nucleates first at the (dd)h, namely at the subset of the surface 
where the applied field is tangential to the surface. 

The second part of Conclusion (2) in Theorem 7.1 verifies rigorously the prediction 
of the physicists, such as the statements given in [dG]. Moreover, we can also show 
that, if HQ (a;) = h, if.(dQ,)h is a smooth closed submanifold of dtt of dimension 1 
or 2, and if Kn/an — flo is positive and goes to zero slowly (which means that the 
applied field decreases from Hc3 and the gap between them is not very small), then 
the superconductivity nucleates uniformly along (dfi)^, that is, 

l^n(x)|        ro    ifxen\(dn)h, 
ll^n||L-(n)      I 1      ifxe (d£l)h. 

However, if Kn/an — f3o goes to zero fast, we believe that the order parameters may 
concentrate not on the entire submanifold (dCt)h but on a subset AT of (dfL)h> The 
geometric characterization of the nucleation set Af is an interesting problem. 

The proof of Theorems 7.1 requires the estimate of the lowest eigenvalue /x(fcF) 
of the Schrodinger operator — V^F on the 3-dimensional domain O, see (1.4). 
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Next, similar to Theorem 4.1, we have : 
THEOREM 7.2 ([LP5, THEOREM 5.1]). (1) For any smooth bounded domain ft 

in R3 and A £ C2(ft); we have : 

lim = min < min \curl A(x)|,     min \curl A(x)\b(ti{x)) 
b—>oo      \b\ [xEQ, x€dQ, 

where b^) was defined in (6.7). 
(2) If Ufa) = h, a constant unit vector, then we have : 

b-*oo       \b\ 

where PQ is the lowest eigenvalue of (1.7). 

7.2. Superconductors with Edges and Corners. In [PI], two typical sam- 
ples with edges and corners were studied, namely, superconducting cylinders with 
finite height, and cuboids. We present some results below. 

For a cylinder with a smooth cross section ft and a finite height, we have : 

,.       Hcafoh)      ( -k       ifh|l  cylinder axis> 
lim — y 

■>+oo K if h ± cylinder axis. 

If the sample is subject to a homogeneous applied magnetic field which is not along 
the cylinder axis, then superconductivity nucleates first at a portion of the edge. 

For a superconducting cuboid subject to a homogeneous applied magnetic field 
which is along a lateral face of the cuboid but is not along any edge, superconductivity 
nucleates first at the vertices among ^(h). 
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